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We want to change how trade is done by allowing
the people a chance to make a difference through
their transactions.
Be part of the change, enjoy crypto trading while donating a percentage
of earnings to help bring change in the world.
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This whitepaper will explore the new world of cryptocurrency.

What is RealAndVirtual (RNV)?
The name comes from the idea that it's both real and virtual at the
same time, meaning it's tangible and intangible at once.
It's also named after the companies' desire to be realistic about what's
important in life - Reality and Virtuality.
The goal behind RealAndVirtual is to create a currency that solves
problems in our society through innovation and technology for all
people involved in transactions - from providers to clients - without
discrimination or prejudice.
RealandVirtual is a new kind of Cryptocurrency that shares to holders
1% of every transaction, 8% to charity and 1% to the team - which is
still less than what other cryptocurrencies charge.
The best thing about realandvirtual.io is that it doesn't take anything from
traders, but it generates profit for yourself and charity at the same time.
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This is the first ever charitable blockchain company
that shares to holders and donates to charity.

We aim at revolutionizing the way people trade by enabling them to
“trade while donating” through fees. For example, when a person trades
on Exchange A, eight % of the transaction value in RNV coin will be
donated to Charity A, one % will be sent to the holders and one % to the
development team.

This is a really interesting project with an ambitious
goal of changing how we look at trading from purely
from financial factors into social factors as well.
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How does it work?
You can trade crypto and donate at the same time!
Features section Crypto for a common good.:
Buy/Exchange/Trade while donating

RealAndVirtual (RNV) has a goal of raising funds for charities while
providing traders with a chance to grow their wealth while making a
positive contribution to the world.

With each Buy or Sell transaction, RealAndVirtual (RNV) will distribute:
● 1% of those transactions to all token holders directly in their wallet;
● 1% of those transactions to development team;
● 8% of those transactions to charity*.
*see “Donations plan” section.

Suppose a transaction of 1 billion tokens has been completed:
●
●
●
●

1% of 1 billion=10 Millions will be distributed among all the holders;
1% of 1 billion=10 Millions will be distributed among all the holders;
8% of 1 billion=80 Millions will be donated to charity foundations;
90% of 1 billion=900 Millions will be received by user.

Obviously, the value of the donations is related to the value of RNV
token.
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Donations plan
VARIABLE DONATIONS
3 to 12 donations will be sent each year causing relevant price variations
(all 8% of fees will be donated in 3 to 12 times), the timing and number
of donations is variable in order not to allow the predictability of events.
Donations are handled securely by the blockchain, meaning that all
transactions are safe and can be easily verified. Transactions are
instantaneous, cheap, and there are no third parties involved.

WHY JUST #CRYPTOGIVINGTUESDAY & #BAGSEASON?
We were inspired by #CryptoGivingTuesday:
#CryptoGivingTuesday is the unofficial start of #BagSeason, the
holiday/year-end giving season for the crypto community. It takes place
annual on the Tuesday after the American holiday, Thanksgiving.
More information can be find here:
https://www.savethechildren.org/us/ways-to-help/ways-to-give/ways-to-h
elp/cryptocurrency-donation
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How to Buy:
● Setup a wallet that supports Binance Smart Chain (BSC), BEP20
tokens. Wallets are available both on desktop computers and on
smartphone devices. You'll need to choose the wallet that fits your
needs best.
● Buy/exchange the desire amount of BEP20 tokens you want to
swap.
● Connect your wallet with decentralized exchanges on Binance
Smart Chain (BSC) and you're good to go!
● Important! Set up the trading fee to 10%
● Once the transaction is confirmed you can find your RNV in your
wallet (please activate the RNV token on your wallet providing the
updated token address shown on homepage of website
https://realandvirtual.io)

The updated token address is, and will ALWAYS AND ONLY be shown
on the homepage of the website https://realandvirtual.io.
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Plans for the future
In the first year of activity we want to update the site, adding an app that
makes it possible to carry out surveys, participating through RNV token
staking.
Staking will have a fixed amount of RNV token minimum fee in order to:
● Partecipate (means at least one transaction for each voting
participant)
● Increase the number of RNV tokens staked for votation and have a
x2 weight on voting.
Example*:
● Voting for “X Cause” choosing A or B option.
● Voting user equals to 1 user.
● Stake and participation fee is 10 RNV per user.
● Minimum amount stake of 100 RNV Tokens.
● Stake and participation fee with “x2 value opinion” is 100 RNV per
user and minimum amount stake is 1000 RNV.
● At the end of votation (30-60… days) the winning option (A or B) is
public declared on official website and official social networks.
● The addresses of the users losing the voting will have back all the
tokens staked, but not the participation fee.
● The winner’s addresses will have back all the tokens staked, the
participation fee of 10 RNV and the remaining of “losers”
participation fee of about 5 RNV (by each loser voting) and 50
RNV (by each loser voting with “x2 value opinion”) divided for all
the winning users at the voting event.
● There will be no privileges by participating with “x2 value opinion”
but having, as said, double weight opinion, so 2 votes (for the
same option A or B).
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Example of staking for a user:
Voting for A
or B

Amount of
stake

Total users
Total users
Amount of
staking for A staking for B fees payed
by stakers B

fee 10 RNV

100 RNV

10000 users

7200 users

7200x10RNV=
72000 RNV

Option A wins, so:
Total fees
payed by B

50% to the
winners A

40% donations

10% marketing
and team

72000 RNV

36000 RNV

28800 RNV

7200 RNV

TOTAL AMOUNT SENT BACK TO USER VOTING A
36000 RNV / 10000 users = 3,6 RNV
100 RNV staked + Fee 10 RNV + 3,6 RNV = 113,6 RNV
TOTAL AMOUNT SENT BACK TO USER VOTING B
100 RNV staked
10 RNV lost if voting goes wrong
TOTAL AMOUNT DONATED
28800 RNV
*Numbers and fees amount may vary in the future.
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Where users can get help with the project:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Website: https://realandvirtual.io
GitHub:https://github.com/RealAndVirtual
Discord: https://discord.com/channels/@realandvirtual.io
Twitter: https://twitter.com/RealandvirtualI
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/realandvirtual
BCScan:https://bscscan.com/token/0xFEFCe48d12a9f5677CD0020
F56433c5866032F1d
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We want to change how trade is done by allowing
the people a chance to make a difference through
their transactions.
Be part of the change, enjoy crypto trading while donating a percentage
of earnings to help bring change in the world.

